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The 2020/21 Brazil harvest has been the most

productive in history. Both Reuters and Cecafe

estimate that upon completion, over 63 million

bags of coffee will have been produced. Coupled

with quantity, this harvest has also seen a strong

crop quality in both the commercial and specialty

sectors of the market. At Kamba, we have been

lucky enough to secure some brilliant, consistent,

and vibrant coffees from Mogiana, South of Minas

and Cerrado that have really impressed on the

cupping table. Is this productivity purely

coincidence? No, is the answer. This article will

look closer at three of primary factors that affect

quality and yield in Brazil: the biennial crop cycle,

weather, and farm management.

The Brazilian coffee harvest is notorious for its

relatively severe ‘on/off’ cycle and the basic

biology is simple to follow. In a high productivity

year, the coffee tree will expend a huge amount of

its’ energy on development and yield. As a result,

there is less energy available for new productive

tissue to sustain the same level of productivity in 

 the subsequent year. In general, the crop cycle  

experiences consistent annual peaks and troughs

according to this model.

However, extremities in weather can occasionally

disrupt or exaggerate this cycle. Looking back to

the years 2000 – 2002 is a good example of this. The

predicted ‘off-year’ in 1999/2000 happened as

expected. Though in 2000/01, instead of the

predicted high productivity, the new crop was

affected by frost resulting in another year of low

yield. This pent-up energy and productive tissue

led to a bumper crop in 2001/02 and encouraged a

pronounced biennial production cycle across

Brazil. The severity of this cycle changes year on

year with conditions.

As we look forward to the 2021/22 Brazil harvest

following the record-breaking crop that has just

passed, it seems that the weather and biennial

crop cycle will this time match up. As well as being

an ‘off-year’, coffee trees have been severely

affected by a drought during the flowering season.

This led to many flowers being aborted. When

coupled with the lack of productive tissue

following the record-breaking harvest of 2020/21, it

is no surprise that traders are predicting a

productivity reduction of up to 30%. 

01 - THE BIENNIAL
CROP CYCLE 



Talking about the pruning strategy on his land in

2021 given the recent weather conditions, Mauricio

states that “pruning is part of every production

plan and was already the path to be taken. This

year, it happens that because of the lack of rain it 

was necessary to take a more drastic attitude. That

is, increase the area with various types of pruning

according to the need for each plot. Some areas we

only prune the pointer, others the pointer and the

lateral branches (skeleton). Across all the land, we

are talking about ~ 50% of the area, against a

natural number of 20% to 35% if the rain came

within its normal range”. As technological

advancements and agricultural understanding 

Pruning on Fazenda Santo Antonio

improves, this science will only become more

precise and start to mitigate the impacts of the

biennial crop cycle even further.

Although the crop cycle is most relevant when

discussing the commercial trades, where

speculation can influence global prices on the

exchange, it is important to understand the impact

it can have across all sides of the industry. So next

time you see reports of the size of the upcoming

Brazil crop, or aggressive pruning strategies at your

producers’ farms, we hope you better understand

why it may be!

We spoke with producer and trader, Mauricio

Coelho, about the impact he predicts across his

and his wifes' farms: “The lack of rain throughout

the 2020/21 harvest period combined with the high

productivity caused the trees to be weakened by

the end of the season. It is expected that at the end

of a harvest period, starting in September, strong

rains should soften and recover the trees.

However, it happened that the rains came in very

low volumes and in a very uneven way this time.

And above all, very late… Therefore, I particularly

believe in a very sharp biennial cycle between

2020/21 and 2021/22 - we will feel a very large drop

in production”.

The biennial crop cycle can be managed to an

extent. The specialty industry has utilised active

crop management to mitigate huge disparities in

productivity for many years. Different agronomists

recommend different techniques depending on a

multitude of variables, yet the theory is consistent.

Farms should be divided into different sections

and strategically pruned according to expected

yield and weather conditions. This way, loss of

revenue or productivity due to periods of regrowth

is reduced and a longer-term management

strategy can work alongside other factors rather

than against them. Increasingly, producers and

farmers across the quality spectrum are focusing

more on active crop management.



We thought it would be cool to share some

stories from our customers. You can buy and

roast the same coffee in a number of different

ways, so every time it tastes different. We

wanted to check in on how YOU decide on buying

and roasting coffees from us. In this issue, we

had a quick chat with the awesome Rach Kinsella

of Grindsmith, Manchester. The coffee in

question - a pulped natural Brazil that is tasting

like a mash up of Kinder Bueno and Snickers.

Why did you chose Caju?

We chose Caju to be part of our seasonal blend and

as a single origin espresso.  We were looking for a

classic Brazilian profile; chocolate, nutty and

sweet.  A complete all rounder and an easy drinker.  

Caju stood out when we cupped our selection as it

ticked every box and was delicious all at once. The

low acidity and short finish really stood out to us as

did the gorgeous, caramel notes.

What was your roasting approach for this coffee?

We roast Caju for just espresso. As with many

Brazilian coffees, Caju has a rather low density

reading.  We knew that it could very easily take off

after first crack. With this in mind, we found that

the right end temperature resulted in all those

sweet, milk chocolate, biscuit-y and nutty notes

coming through smoothly in the final product.  

 

Who are you roasting Caju for? 

The short answer is everyone! But making

speciality coffee more accessible is always of

importance to us.  We are looking for superb

quality to be recognised and appreciated.  Caju is

the perfect gate way coffee into speciality, peaking

interest without being overly complex or acidic, but

always delicious.

02 - CAJU FT.
GRINDSMITH

03 - AN EXPLORATION
INTO FERMENTATION 
Semi-Carbonic, anaerobic, aerobic. With

innovation and new trends in post-harvesting

processing, we decided to step in and elaborate

on the topic of fermentation. As we know, it can

be overwhelming and confusing for everyone -

producers, importers and roasters. Hopefully

this introduction to fermentation helps shed a

little bit of light...



Aerobic process is the most popular method where

coffee is fermented with oxygen. Examples are:

natural, pulped natural and honey processes. As

the coffee dries, the microbes are actively digesting

sugars and impact the coffee flavour. 

Anaerobic process refers to a fermentation with

limited oxygen. Examples are: coffee fermented in

air-tight tanks, barrels, or bags. It means producers

created a sealed environment to process a coffee. It

allows greater control over the fermentation

process as the diversity of microorganisms is

limited.

Semi-Carbonic process is well connected to the

wine industry, describing a coffee processing where

the coffee cherry is not pulped before putting it to a

sealed tank. The coffee cherries on top pressurise

those on the bottom. Because of the varying

pressure in a tank and the full cherries, this

fermentation may take days or even weeks.

Pederson reports explain the fermentation process

in a nutshell: ''The fermentation of coffee cherries

is spontaneous and involves a variety of

microorganisms. Underfermentation interferes

with the normal drying process, while

overfermentation results in adverse changes that

affect the flavour and aroma''. During the

fermentation process cherries are stirred

occasionally, and every so often a bunch of them

should be washed in water and tested. If the

mucilage can be washed off and the beans feel

gritty rather than slippery, they should be ready. 

The main risk for producers is that anaerobic

fermentation processes can result in off flavours in

a coffee, creating defect flavours and ultimately

ruin the lot. However, when processed correctly,

these coffees cup outstanding - with clean, fruity

and beloved cinnamon notes.

We were lucky to work with few anaerobic coffees

from Brazil this harvest, including a special micro-

lot from a producer from Cerrado - Mr Jorge

Fernando Naimeg. We remember working with

clients who roasted it both for filter and espresso,

and the results were incredible. Filter coffees had

flavour notes of sweet, strawberry-like sorbet with

a long and velvety finish. Espresso - both with and

without milk - well rounded, fruity and medium

acidity and worked well in a flat white.

Another example is our collaboration with Paraiso

farm. We have 83 bags of outstanding, Anaerobic

coffee ready for a delivery to European clients from

our Hamburg warehouse. 



04 - BRUNA IN PINHAL
At Kamba, we have a different and meticulous

approach to traceability. But what exactly do we

mean by that? Well, apart from our personal

relationships with farmers and complete

transparency with sourcing, we also have full

control and traceability of how our coffees are

loaded.

Due to the pandemic, Bruna Costa got 'stuck' in

Brazil after spending Christmas with her family. As

a result, she was on-hand to help load our latest

containers of Brazils that are due to land in March.

Hopefully these photos that Bruna took give you an

interesting insight into the loading process:

1) Zip-lock Grainpros are inserted into the Kamba

jutes to kick off the process.
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2) Coffee is moved from the silos before being

weighed and moved to the zip-lock bags. The silos

sit atop a machine that takes small samples after

filling each bag so quality can be checked again at

this final stage of the process.

3) Samples are prepared before being sent to the

export office. Here, the quality is approved for the

final time before the container leaves for the port.

4) Bruna checking the the coffee going from the

silos to the scales, ensuring the 60kg is bang on.

5) The container is readied, loaded and then sealed

before heading off to the port. The next time this

container will be opened is in the UK.

Sweet 2, Pat15, Walnut and Nutela are all available

over on our offer list right now!
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